
Evidence Gathering Questionnaire Comments 

Please enter a postcode for 
where the behaviour is 
taking place 

In a few words tell us of any other behaviours not mentioned above that you would like to tell us about at this 
location.  

nw2  Constant ASB around the tube station 

Nw10  Fly tipping 

nw2 fly tipping and littering on a daily basis 

Nw6  the avenue twice bank holiday, hottest day of year, other times repeatedly has bonfire with smoke across public park 

NW6 Long engine running on Aylestone Avenue (not actually in park) creating fumes in park. More signs? 

nw10  street parties on rooftop until early morning hours with blasting music  

Nw10 Groups (sports and social) leave of rubbish around the park.  

NW10 Church Path - CONSTANT drug dealing 

Nw10  Noisy shouting at night on Kendal rd- between 12pm-4 

Nw10  Fly tipping is a huge issue in this area. Mattresses everywhere. It’s disgusting  

NW2  The Constant littering of customers that frequent the Turkish kebab establishments along warm Lane alongside the stale 
smell of grease that is used in the fryers 

NW10  HIGH SPEEDS of up to 60! MphBEING REACHED THAT ARE GROSSLY DANGEROUS  

NW2  Unlicensed Music Event 

NW2  Drug dealing - many vulnerable class A substance misusers live on Villiers Road and Chaplin Road and you see them get 
drugs dropped off to them all of the time. I have even seen people preparing Crack/Heroin in a parked van opposite the 
park on Villiers road during the afternoon when the park is full of children. My Children (11 and 21) do not like going out 
of the house without me because of it. There is also a lot of fly tipping by the park on Villiers Road and on Villiers Road 
and Chaplin Road in general 

Nw2  We havevHMO houses ****.  Recently they have moved mental health people in this hse.  Very unsafe as they are 
walking round totally lost 

Nw10 Its a mural for a kid that died 



NW2  A man walks around Gladstone Open space every day from around 10am until 7pm. He walks around continuously, only 
stopping to urinate in the bushes several times a day. He appears to be a 'look out' to 'guard' the area as drugs are being 
dealt in nearby homes.  Another issue is e-scooters in Gladstone Park.  Also, there are often, in the morning, around 20-
25 dogs running off the lead on Gladstone Open space.  Two dog walkers come twice a day with 7-8 dogs between them, 
and another group of around 5-6 people have 10 dogs between them.  The dogs are often barking for 20-30 minutes 
non-stop and the people are shouting loudly constantly. It is now impossible to enjoy a walk in Gladstone Park due to the 
huge number of dogs constantly jumping up and dirtying my clothes. 

NW2  Incessant dog barking at night. I think owners go out and leave dog in garden although sometimes it is early hours of the 
morning too. 

Scap PSPOs. Bylaws or 
nothing 

Scrap pspos 

Nw10  Very loud music and parties that are overnight with drug taking and shouting/arguing in the street. At the Greenhill Park 
Rd end of the street 

NW9 Loud bass music 

HA9 Basically i live here since 2017, these flats in harrow road has a service road behind the main road which is where the 
entrances is, the problem is that we have a grocery shop in the corner and people use that service road to hide and 
drink, littering, smashing bottles, peeing and pooing unfortunately, all this basically front of the property which i rent, its 
daily for me to see drunk people relive themself front of me or near my car and also i had to pick the broken glassess and 
beer cans otherwise it could damage the tire of the car, this things happening almost every night specially now because 
of the good weather , numerous times i had to go outs9de and tell them to go away as they sitting on my car and 
drinking age of this people is mixed youngs and middle age mens 

nw10  Rubbish dumping and drug taking in the park 

Nw2  There are regular antisocial behavior by these 2 homeless guys .. 

HA9  Daily major littering top of the road  (next to ex Bank of India) and alleyway between Waverley & Chatsworth Avenues.  
There are no bins for the flats in Harrow Road, residents leave rubbish by the trees, even though they have a place to 
leave their rubbish twice day by post in Harrow Road.  Most residents don't know about this. 

Nw2  That section is filthy and has littering all the time especially outside ***** and along the Mapesbury real estate agent on 
the side of Chatsworth road 

nw10  drug selling at the 18 bus stop (st Marys road), Lottering outside every begging shop in Harlesden. Drug dealers hiding 
they drugs in the Methodist church Harlesdan High road.  Playing Music outside the betting shop, selling drugs and food. 

NW2  Drug dealers park up daily on the street and sell drugs put of the car. The police do nothing about this 



Nw6  Network homes are not doing anything about the drug dealing happening in the building and the gangs that are in the 
block selling drugs and fighting  

NW2 Lots of fly tipping in Howard Road both from some residents simply discarding their unwanted household items on the 
pavement and also, in fact mostly, by the mosque worshippers who constantly drop on the floor rubbish of any kind, 
food, wraps, plastic and spitting on the floor. Not to mention the abusive parking of drivers with no permit constantly 
leaving their cars on Howard Road to visit the mosque.  

NW10 Fly-tipping  

Neasden Predatory behaviour towards women and girls by groups of men in underpass, at either end of underpass, at footbridge 
crossing Neasden Lane.  

Nw6  I have seen now twice  bl8nd person walking into over grown hodges in our area. In both cases the over hanging 
branches smacked in yo the faces of the blind person. There should be a law that all the edges must stay into the 
boundaries of the property otherwise the council should maintain then and bill the irresponsible landlords  

NW10  Graffitti, the same homeless and drug addicts sleeping there.  

NW2  There is a massive issue with fly tipping particularly on corners of streets and up again trees on a daily basis, dogs fouling 
the same people not picking up the mess, people selling drugs, hiding knifes in peoples front properties.  

NW2  Constant theft  

NW10 We are experiencing a lot of street drinking around the Station Road, especially near Le Junction Pub (currently closed) 
We are also experiencing many loud parties from the specific address where amplifying equipment is used - this is a 
nightmare for families with kids in the area.  Another issue is the fly-tipping in the Avenue Road, plus drug dealing, 
drinking and more.  

NW10  Large groups being very loud until the early hours after football at King Edward VII Park twice a week 

NW2  Flytipping is CONSTANT on this road. Also, as it is a cul de sac leading onto the park there are bad problems with drug 
dealing.  

Nw2 Littering - leaving behind picnic waste  

NW10  Disturbing bunch of adults that all sit in the benches under the clock and drink and take class A drugs.  

NW10  Open street drinking, drug taking and drug dealing from early in themorning until late at night.Particularly bad outside 
the Junction hotel.  There is a cloaked down hostel here that has people with drug and alcohol dependency issues living 
in it. 

NW10 Constant loud motor  noise 

NW2  Lots of Litter at the corner where the road meets the High Road and also around the School entrance. 



NW10  Speeding motorcycles has become a huge issue in Leghorn and Ruckland.  Plus traffic build up.  It really feels like each 
road should be one way and Ruckland particularly should have speed or noise cameras 

NW10  Constant stream of drinking alcohol, smoking drugs and anti social behaviour 

NW10  Large gatherings in king Edwards Park that don't finish until after midnight. Particularly on Tuesdays whem there is a 
group of Ken playing football until late. Also have youngsters sitting on the benches until early hours of the morning 
shouting, drinking and using drugs.  

HA9  Loitering and vandalism to the building and surrounding areas on event days 

NW2 we need cctv or police to pass by, drug dealers from elsewhere deal in this street now because it's close to the high 
street without cameras. People high on crack tried to break into my garden and then slept in my porch last week. Also 
rubbish and weeds all over the pavements all the time, street rubbish and large items like fridges mattresses  

NW10  Flytipping is incredible common. And cars loitering, producing fumes and parked for hours on end, with people inside 
them smoking weed. 

HA9  Crime has risen drastically recently there have been at least 6 major crimes in this year alone on this street 

HA9  Anti-social behaviour issues during match days. 

NW2 Constant littering and dumping along St. Paul’s Avenue and Park Avenue 

Nw2 - Barnet Group of men who gather around these areas, often in their cars, they also park at various points along Cotswold 
Gardens. We suspect they are dealing drugs and make it uncomfortable to walk around the area, especially into the park 
as they block the entrance with their cars.  

NW2  Motorised scooters and bicycles.  

NW10  Sleeping rough on church grounds  

NW9  Loud music 

Nw2  Not keeping their garden tidy.Allowing trees to grow too big and cause damage to neighbours  property.This causes 
rodent s and mouse to build home. 

NW9  Groups of men (between 2-5) hang around the service road entrance and drink alcohol from cans and bottleds. 

ha9  Sometimes fighting, intimidation of residents. All these issues occur during match days and the building "Williamson 
Heights" does not have any barriers protecting it or the residents (unlike other buildings nearby) 

HA9  Some residents of Manley Heights have throw glass bottles/ cans and other litter into the communal garden which is for 
Williamson Heights residents only (causing alot of smashed glass in a kids play ground). Manley heights residents have 
shot fireworks towards other flats and nearby construction sites which at one point caused a small fire. Alot of anti-social 
behavior happens there, the residents are violent and damage their own building and have harassed non-residents in the 
street, including blocking traffic whilst under the influence (a resident was attempting an insurance scam poorly). 



NW10  Cars driving too fast, dangerous for children  

Nw10  Fly tipping and just general bags of rubbish in the road and peoples garden..problems with mice..rats foxes etc. Large 
items just dumped in the road not just occasionally but every day. Embarrassed for any visitor s coming into the 
road..looks like a battlefield at times 

NW10  Aggressive driving, motorbike racing / revving of engines late at night in Harlesden Road, red light jumping, Add that to 
the motorbike revving, engine revving coming from High Street at all hours.  Add that to the rubbish that continually lines 
Brent streets.  Lastly, add the traffic jams that block our streets in the morning. A little girl nearly got hit this morning at a 
zebra crossing because 2-3 cars went on the wrong side of the road, skipping traffic so they could turn left down Palermo 
Road.  Oh, let's add the enormous amount of inconsiderate parking - across zig zags, on corners blocking low level 
pavement access  Did I mention the red light jumping, drivers on their phones, ipads, drivers throwing rubbish out of 
their windows and the biggest headache - people who buy their greasy takeaway chicken, drive to a local road, eat their 
takeaway and then just leave the rubbish in the curb - bones, cups, bags, empty bottles... 

Nw10 Speeding cars  

Nw10 Shouting , blurring loud music, fires being made.  

NW2  There is a group of aggressive drunkards who regularly loiter in front of the tube station and harass people. They also 
damaged the flower displays in the barrier baskets. They should not hang around the tube entrance . It’s unpleasent and 
uncomfortable.  

Nw2  Lots of littering ie empty bottles, wrapping papers, cigarettes, dog poo bags, coffee cups.. 

HA0 Cars parked on our road for GARAGE REPAIRS: at least 10 

Brondesbury Park area, 
Cricklewood, Dolis Hill  

Daily Car and bike theft !!!!!!! I can’t use my bike as I worry it gets stolen  

HA0  it is an alley way ehich can be accessed by children, men of acertain age will get to geher and drink there urniate etc, the 
expectation is that we then have to clean it.  

NW10 Christian religious fanatics shouting gibberish at harmless residents such as myself.  

NW2  parking of damaged cars along the road and let there for weeks, waste food left also in private gardens, fly tipping, 
rubbish dumped along the road     

HA9  A person with mental health and drinking issues located in Forum House that keeps shouting, speaking loudly, 
screaming… etc mostly night times. He causes sleepless nights to the entire neighbourhood. This person should move to 
a supported accommodation.  



HA9  In the last few months, wembley Park security no longer seems to operate and help get event goers to move away from 
Lakeside View after the events have finished. This has led to a number of young people gathering outside the back gates 
of Forum House until early hours. I tried to get these group of revellers to move by contacting WP security but have 
never managed to get through to anyone in the early hours.  

NW2  Do business in the street. Too many car parked on No through lane. More than 10 car of door no on the street. No 
parking for other residents. 

NW2  Car break ins in whole neighbourhood 

NW2  Car break ins - almost constantly.  In the years I have lived here I have had 4 break ins, one theft, and numerous 
vandalism incidents (eg breaking off of door mirrors and scratching of paint). 

NW2  Repeated fly tipping in the same areas along Brook Road and surrounding areas. Reported on Love Clean Streets app 
which removes the fly tipping, only for more rubbish to be dumped  

NW10  Shouting, raised voices after 10pm at night & anytime from 5am. Constant police attendance there on a weekly basis due 
to aggressive behaviour to staff when guests under the influence  

Nw2  The station has become a dangerous place ,there are always drunk or high men harassing women and is not safe at any 
time day or night  

NW10  children, throwing clumps of concrete into my garden, arguing over bins 

Nw6 Since Brent is issue tenancy to people with drug addiction, Kilburn square has become an horrible place to live, Brent 
need to be tougher with the resident especially when they causing anti social behaviour zero tolerance 

NW2  Disruptive , aggressive street drinkers making local residents lives a misery with their extreme anti - social behaviour.  

HA9  Allotment holders keep burning weeds, grass and household items on regular basis.  

Nw2  Flytipping and littering  

HA0  Littering (rubbish) 

NW10  Selling of drugs  

Nw2  Two issues. Parties taking place late on Gladstone Park last one Friday 17th June. Large gangs of youths hanging around 
the corner of Gladstone Park Gardens before attending a party in the park that went on late into the night. Police 
attended and appeared to do nothing. Second issue dog meas on the pavement along Gladstone park gardens due to the 
large footfall of dog walkers heading towards Gladstone Park. 

NW2 / NW6 On two different occasions two children have rode into me and injured my legs. One from the front, the second from 
behind.  The Dad was very rude, showed  no concern how I was just said he was only learning to cycle.  I got a deep graze 
on my leg from the knock I got from the boy who ran into the front of my leg I had to go A&E tha following day.  He was 
unsupervised 



Nw10  I don't want to walk down to my local shop and have to sidestep drinkers urinating on my street 

Nw2 Loud rail works all through night even on Sunday night often nonstop until 4am, trimming bushes on the side of rail 
tracks etc 

Nw2  Playing rough ball in communal garden..inviting friends.damaging pots , plants, etc.ball going on the road .noise..other 
tenants cant use the garden..lawn ,no grass due to playing...verbal abuse... been hit by the ball..over 10 year old playing 
like professionals... 

NW2  Bikes/scooters on pavement 

HA9  Fly tipping  

NW10  Cars & motorcycles speeding  

  Leaflets on trees 

NW6  Use of flat roof space for recreational porpoises against planning permission ruling.  

NW10  Large groups of kids congregating, smoking, drinking, doing balloons, for many hours where kids would otherwise play, 
leaving litter litter behind and general noise  

W9  Blasting out loud music late at night and crowds being on the pavementent 

NW10  Theft of garden plants from front gardens 

NW10 Fly-tipping in alleyways which attracts rats and the alleyways are also used for drug dealing and quick getaways since cats 
can’t follow. 

Nw2 DrugHouses and Dollis Hill station multiple young people selling drunks and threatening people  

Nw2 Threatening behaviour and intimidation from multiple groups of young people who openly sell drugs at the station and 
escort buys to a known drug house which is also known for prostitution and numerous residents have been openly 
threatened  

Nw10  chapter road Willesden is a known crack house with constant noise police has done absolutely nothing  

Nw2 Drunken homeless man again on the floor sleeping with duvet and soiling the street even though he had been housed!! 

NW2 Garages using resident parking bays as business and then using blue badges to not get fined. Parking on corners on 
double yellow lines and blocking roads 

HA0  There is a mosque and restaurant at the top end of this road and they don’t discard of the rubbish properly, therefore 
there are very large rats en this road and in our gardens, this prevents us from enjoying our garden especially this time of 
year 

NW10 Loud music and parties / Mopeds on nearby recreation ground 

Nw10  lots of Loitering  

nw10  Homelessness 



NW10 Hordes of children using Lyndhurst Close and Braemar Avenue as a playground; constant loud screaming; running into 
traffic; bouncing balls off vehicles; no adult supervision - adults having barbecues and smoking illegal substances whilst 
their children run riot 

NW10 ********** Close, little shih tzu left outside 10am to 11pm most days regardless of weather, fireworks etc. It’s whining 
and barking to get inside are heartbreaking (RSPCA have been informed but dog was inside for visit); top / park end 
Braemar Avenue, small dog left outside, barking, all night; corner of Braemar and Lyndhurst little white dog left outside 
evenings and late night. If these people don’t want to look after these beautiful little animals why don’t they give them 
to someone who will? It’s heartbreaking to hear them crying to get indoors.  

NW2  Riding of e-scooters at high speed on pavements around Cricklewood Broadway  

NW10  Drug dealing 

Nw2 Night prowlers in back gardens across the street, Brent council scaffolders trespassing on private owners property, illegal 
scaffolding  

NW2  Fly tipping - constant fly tipping in specific locations 

NW10  Harlesden high stree in the late afternoon always crowds in front of shops and playing of board games  

NW10 Gangs of youths congregating, intimidating locals, smoking drugs, dealing drugs,  

Nw10  Very very Loud music that we can't sleep on the weekend and some times on friday nights 

NW10 Parking on yellow lines 

NW10 There is a major litter problem through the area. Roundwood park is not too bad, but the park next door (with skate 
area) is depressing bad and makes the whole space unpleasant. An extra bin at each entrance would help, as the bins are 
being used - they are just overflowing.   

Nw2  Youths getting together making lots of noise and shouting in the night 

HA9  Very loud motorbikes, students partying and drinking in front student accommodations and etc. 

HA0  The place is like a slum. Despite the regeneration and building work along the tow path, noone will want to live here if 
the lack of regard from the council and MP Iis addressed. Groups of unsavoury men drinking, spitting , littering, fly 
tipping and consuming drugs. I moved here 6 months ago and this is the most unpleasant place I have lived. Every park is 
also full of trash and is unsafe for my dog. You never see any police or community wardens and there is a dysfunctional 
CCTV camera that does little. Toughen up , clean up and start to clamp down on such animalistic behaviour. 

Nw10  The gittane and their children that are living in Yeats close are making a nightmare for the neighbours to enjoy the park 
or the area they even knock the doors and when it’s open the throw eggs …  

NW10 Prostitution inside the park day time and outside on the kerb in Challenge Close at night 



NW10 Men in the playground despite the signs saying 'Adults must be accompanied by a child'. Rough sleeping. Food dumping - 
this is not a few crumbs to feed the birds, but large scale and persistent dumping of food waste 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/483254152948685/posts/680946743179424/ This place needs the deployable CCTV 
brought back 

NW10 Several residents of Tubbs Rd bring their domestic waste an put it in the bin which means the bin fills very quickly and 
then waste accumulates on the ground. There's only one bench and often there's a rough sleeper on it 

NW10  A particular resident has huge amplifying music system and has frequent parties that run until council are called.  

NW10 Graffiti. Fly tipping. Food dumping. Drug dealing. The whole length of Church Path (from Fawcett Rd to Church Rd) is a 
dingy and dangerous place with overgrown vegetation, broken walls and paving, frequented by crack users 

NW10  Adult men without children, drinking alcohol smoking and taking drugs in the children's play area. Plant theft. Food 
waste dumping. Homeless people clearly with mental health issues "seemingly" being  left unsupported, sleeping in the 
park. 

nw10 The big problem, not mentioned in your list of options, is flytipping. We constantly report it, but no proactive action is 
taken to reduce it. The council just collects the rubbish (often building materials) and then it happens again a few days 
later. 

NW10  On the pavement outside Iceland Supermarket there are the same persistent beggars everyday who are only there to 
obtain money for drink and drugs which they then consume on the street usually drinking by the Jubilee Clock. This is the 
worst location but the same people also beg outside Tesco Harlesden Plaza (private land) 

NW6  Parking in the street without a permit causing congestion for residents who have paid for permits I have limited mobility 
and find this stressful 

NW2  Fly tipping and general littering 

HA0  groups of men loitering along the tow path, drinking, throwing empty beer cans in the bushes, urinating in the bushes on 
a regular basis, the stench in warm weather is unbelievable. Food waste being dropped in various spots along the tow 
path. Overall littering and fly tipping is a massive problem which is not being addressed. I lived in several areas across 
London. This is the dirtiest I have seen so far. It's like living on a rubbish dump! Apart from it being an absolute eyesore 
it's also a health and safety issue. I'm shocked and appalled that this behaviour hasn't been addressed. This is not a 
liveable area and I would not recommend to anyone moving here. 

NW6  Both bright garden lights left on after midnight and the use of fire pits causing smoke to enter neighbouring flats and 
houses  

ha0 There is alot of young boys specially evening time in hoodies selling drugs and cannabis.Quite unsafe. 



NW6 The food couriers are using illegally modified scooters, mopeds and motorcycles and beeping their horns, shouting and 
revenge their engines until 4am most days. They also shout it across the road at each other all night and urinate outside 
my front door. When asked to keep the noise down on both side of the high road after 1am as I have to get up at 4am I 
have been told to F’off as apparently I have no right to sleep. There is plenty of legislation regarding the Highway Code 
breaches and also asb but both councils can’t be bothered. It’s every day and night not just at the weekends. It’s made 
worse but always being given licences until 2:30am seven days a week!   

nw6 noise/car parking Housing officer does not want to know 

NW6  Elderly and Disabled people cannot proceed easily along pavement (i.e. enjoy the public space) because property owners 
do not trim their hedges.  This, too, is anti-social behaviour. 

nw10  Late night noise , car racing , intimidation of residents , gangs hanging out, violent behaviour , sexual assault  

NW10  Groups of aggressive youths 

NW2  It si often very intimidating to walk down Neasden Parade as a single woman as there are groups of men drinking or 
blocking the pathways who do not want to let you pass r  

NW6  There seem to be many more serious drug addicts and homeless wandering around these streets. Also witnessing 
increased mental health crises happening in the street. 2 recently. I am now afraid to go out at all in the dark near my 
home. As I have no car, the walks to transport are intimidating. 

NW6  The small hut inside Queen’s Park on the corner of Harvist Rd and Kingswood Rd is frequently full of youths smoking 
drugs. It stinks the whole area and obviously is illegal but it appears to be allowed to go on. It’s been like that for years.  

NW10  It's tricky, it's those little things that make a whole of a difference. Especially littering. People in Harlesden don't thing to 
have respect for public spaces. But educating the public is not easy. It's disgusting how people just throw their rubbish on 
the street, dont collect after their dogs, fly-tipping, etc.  

nw10  also prostitution and making the act at my door 

HA0  People trading with cars and car repairs openly 

Nw6  Feeding of pigeons 

NW10  Parties on street with drugs and alcohol being consumed. Loud music. Vehicles double parking. Dumped cars. Working 
on many cars on public road. 

NW6  Kids playing ball games, people playing loud music. Houses with gardens adjoining the Close using this is as access for 
their building works. Skips, HGV lorries, heavy machinery, ruining our greens, one even installed a portaloo on the close 
for their builders 

NW6  Requirement to have dogs on leads is totally ignore by dog walkers I see this every time I visit to tend my father’s grave 

Nw2  Untidiness and crime 



NW2  Cars parking in residential areas not associated with the road  

NW2  Group of young boys selling drugs in the estate. Pushing young children from the estate to buy drugs. Prostitution drug 
use in the Grunwick estate and inside Addis court building 

NW6  Lots of drug dealing 

Nw6 Human defecation, iv drug use, prostitutes 

Nw6  Car theft and car damage 

NW2 Garages on Hassop road regularly park cars they are working on two or three abreast on the double yellow lines. They 
remove the number plates to stop parking enforcement taking action. Have reported many times. Brent enforcement are 
scared to go there. 

NW2 Men congregate on the corner here drinking in the street and looking to be picked up for casual labouring. 

NW2  Motorbikes driving at speed up and down the road in summer months - very loud and speeding at night 

NW6  Christian preachers use an extraordinarily loud microphone to push their beliefs on other people.  

HA0  Poped gang keep meeting here, they have damaged private properties, dumped 2 stolen scooters, attempted burglary, 
and they have also been spotted carrying weapons (swords) 

NW6  Large groups of men often congregate in this area and drink cans of beer. Beer cans and other types of litter, such as 
plastic bags and food waste are regularly left in this area. I often feel uncomfortable walking through this area, and so 
move quickly and keep my head down to avoid their stares. I would like the area to become a Controlled Drinking Zone, 
so that all members of the community could feel comfortable passing through. 

NW10  Aggressive behaviours (attacks on school children) 

HA9  the alleyway between Number 11 and 13 Kingsway is a hotspot for anti-social behaviour, the residents feel unsafe and 
are worried regarding this and nothing has been done, sometimes this is a meeting points for people drinking etc  

NW6  The constant dealing of drugs on the corner, with an influx of drug addicts milling around waiting for the dealer to drop 
off & them looking at what can they steal from the houses whilst they wait. The other issue is the constant barking of a 
neighbour’s dog from around 9pm every night without fail  

NW6 General noise and threatening behaviour at all times of day and night most recently overnight 23/24 June  

ha9  aggressive men shouting at other people 

 HA8  There is regular drinking alcohol near the shops and the open green benches 

NW2 Harrasment, catcalling  

Nw10  Disgusting behaviour. Police seem afraid to do anything about this issue which has bee. Ongoing for a number of years 
with nothing ever done. My children fear to leave the house, not how they should be living their lives 



NW6 Selling drugs, aggressive and threatening behaviour towards residents, foul and abusive language, loud music into the 
early hours.. 

NW10  Homeless persons sleeping in the park 

nw6  General agressions and antisocial behaviour from a group of 8-10 males. Including a threat to kill (stab) when asked to 
leave the area 

NW6  Occasionally residents are threatened and verbally aggressive behaviour is often a part of this. 999 has been called 
frequently and ASB as well as treating behaviour incidents have been reported on numerous occasions.  

NW6  Threatening Behaviour 

NW10  There is a growing trend of neighbours burning rubbish in their gardens. There is also a builder nearby burning waste in 
the garden of the property being developed. On days it happens you can’t go outside or have any windows open as the 
smoke is overwhelming and toxic. Also, it’s getting almost impossible to dry clothes outside as they have an 
overpowering smoked smell. Given the energy crisis washing outside is really important and we can’t afford to use our 
tumble drier. The builder is the worst culprit but it has given residents the same idea and it’s happening more frequently 
and more intensive. 

NW9  The worst problem is cars and mopeds on a daily basis  (and at night) wheel spinning, rallying around the car park I have 
tried with police and football club to resolve this but it is an on going issue and the noise is horrendous. We cannot enjoy 
our gardens in this beautiful location, it’s very depressing no one will listen. The car park should NEVER have been placed 
at the back of a residential area when the park offers so much space and alternatives. It’s crazy and it’s getting worse. 
The key holder at the football club has a responsibility to lock the gate at the foot of the park road leading to the car park 
but this doesn’t always happen and cars are entering when the club is closed. It also doesn’t resolve the problem of 
motorbikes entering. We have enough to deal with from the noise of football matches and on match and training days 
the car park fills up, loud music and the smell of pot is a regular occurrence. This is a lovely area, people buy their forever 
homes, wanting to retire here but we are suffering in the houses (all bungalows) which back on to the car park. The 
house were also built before the car park so it’s been an on going problem since. Please help, please resolve this matter 
once and for all for the sake of our sanity.  

NW2  In private garden ******** Rd few young boys are smoking canabis, flicking spliffs or any other rubbish to the 
neighbours gardens, playing very loud music, shouting, swearing to each other. Few times a week!   

HA0  Groups of men loitering, littering and Street Drinking along along the Mount Pleasant Public Alleyway  

nw6  prostitution 

NW6  Very noisy at night. Don’t feel safe.  



HA0  Lots of vans collecting stuff from driveways without permission from households. One driver urinated on the road. One 
off incident of man parking in cul de sac and getting ready so brushing teeth and spitting onto road, shaving his face, 
putting on his belt, polishing shoes, doing car maintenance.  

NW10  All the above occur but the biggest problem is the delivery and mini-cab drivers who park up for a rest and then empty 
their litter (fast food packages and cans) and bottles full of urine onto the kerb alongside the park.  Drug dealing is 
intermittent for 2 or 3 nights and then disappears for a month before reappearing for a few nights 

NW10  Fighting, shouting, aggression, violence, loud music from cars 

HA9  littering - packaging of all sorts are strewn across the streets, pavements and greens 

Nw10  Football players playing and socialising till 2/3am. Very noisy 

NW10  Music from vans/cars and other equipment.Open BBQ fires on the pavement.Board games on the pavement.Offering 
drugs to passersby including youngsters. 

NW10  Its well known congregation area for the “ bad boyz” gangs - neighbours are scared to get involved- there’s been gun 
shooting in the area! 

NW10  See ibid 

NW10 DUMPING RUBBISH MATRESSES FURNITURE 

Nw10  Shouting, sometimes for hours. Playing loud music from flats and also in the green by Armstrong way. Also in the green 
by Armstrong way people keep walking dogs in the children's playground and there is often litter there and it is unsafe 

NW10  People riding bicycles and scooters on the pavement endangering pedestrians. 

NW6  Very loud talking, and music at times, well into the early hours of the morning. No consideration to those of us who are 
trying to sleep. 

HA9  Problems are on event days 

Nw2  Drug dealing  

NW10  Gambling playing money up shouting loudly, revving car engines till all hours of the night and early morning 

HA0  Urinating openly 

NW9  Prostitution  been seen by neighbours with young children bullying begging for money and if told no nails on tyres TV 
cables cut very abusive also needs carer who is prostitute but climbed on bins as have lost keys 

Nw10  Intimidating gatherings outside of the shop, strong smell of canabbis smoking and drinking of alcohol.  

NW10  Groups of teenagers sitting on private stairs and drinking alcohol.  

Nw10 Motorcycle delivery drivers from local businesses Papa John's and Domino's Pizza riding through the park aggressively. 
Do something before residents take matters into their own hands by going to the businesses direct. 



Nw10  There is always a party on this street. Opposite chicken shop. People playing card games, day drinking, shouting 

Nw10  Always a huge gang of people next to the Ladbrokes. Drinking, shouting, intimidating behaviour  

NW10  Continuous and daily street drinking, shouting, music 

NW6  Smoking drugs  

NW6  Pigeon feeding  

  Dumping of food  

ha9  Leaving food waste on paths to feed crows and pigeons resulting in bird shit on paths 

NW9  Music, drug dealing, congregating 

Ha9  Fly tipping 

NW10   Fly tipping  

NW10  Less often street cleaning around the triangle  

NW10  Prostitution BBQ in public spaces 

NW2  Where to begin?!    The dangerous use of bicycles, electric scooters used on the the pavements.     The beggars lying 
across the pavements which is so dangerous for blind/partially sighted - and this usually in front of supermarkets.   The 
extremely loud and aggressive revving of engines of some cars/motor bikes as they roar down side roads and the main 
road.   I think they do it to intimidate or show off but it feels frightening and anti=social.    The lack of any police patrols.    
Oh except for yesterday when to my delight, two passed by on horseback! 

HA3 Cars parked doing drugs, littering, school kids riding motorbikes 

Nw10 Food dumped in the park. Vandalism of flower beds residents have worked hard on. Homeless sleeping. Drug deals. 
Fights. 

Nw10 Fly tipping 

NW10  Friday and Saturday late evenings usually - youths in cars with drink and heavy gas cannisters park up, use 
cannisters/drink then discard on pavement/road. I collected several discarded cannisters one morning (as left in road by 
bus stop) and put them by the litter bin for council to dispose of. A few canisters in Wellington Road today. 

Ha9 Teenager's playing football on  the road. Hitting balls off cars and windows and not stopping if uou walk by.  

NW10 Harrow Road. Cars with Ilegal exhaust configuration, effect is a very misfiring, loud ,gun going off noise, usually early morning or late at 
night. 

Ha3 Broken glass on every footpath and park 

HA3  Empty food carton and alcohol drinks cans regularly thrown onto pavement. Speeding cars and motorcycles. Illegal 
dwellings in gardens. Fly tipping.  



Ha0  Constant People on the stairways taking crack etc  

nw10 Cars speeding in residential area where small children are around. Electric scooters driven with speed on both street and 
mainly on pavement. A danger for children.  

Ha9 Men frequently urinating in full view of residents and passers by.Many men deliberately drive here to park up and use 
land behind Ledway Drive to urinate on.  

HA0  Food dumping- like entire supermarket bags. Trash dumping. Hundreds of bags of clothes/furniture/shoes/mattresses all 
sorts.  

Nw10 There has been constant noise from the building on the corner. It’s been going for ages!! 

HA3  People sitting idle in their vehicles, speeding,  

NW9  Sticking  advetisements everywhere 

Nw2  Aggressive behaviour and physical violence from one particular neighbour/illegal parking. 

Nw9 Speeding up and down our roads in loud cars late at night. Parking on our estate taking drugs and littering 

nw10  large gathering of family with many kids, kids often rude and bully other children, when guardians are approached they 
pretend is not their children or ignore you. they litter the park 

NW10 Outside Ladbrokes men street drinking every evening and music playing 

NW10 At the top floor flat of *******Road somebody puts a speaker in the open window and plays strange loud noises and 
some music to the street 

Ha9  Excessive noise, shouting 

NW10  Smoking drugs and gathering of groups of peoplel, it’s intimidating, we can’t leave our windows open because of smell 
and fear of attack. The smoke drugs and gather during the day and night. It’s frightening. We never see any patrol to 
these communal areas by police or enforcement.  

NW10  The number of Houses of Multiple Occupation in the Duddenhill Ward 

NW2  Selling of drugs from cars 

NW2 Appalling paving stones cause people to fall rendering them extremely vulnerable  

NW10  Large groups of people smoking drugs and littering. This happens every evening and I have already reported it to our 
local councillor. 

NW10  Lots of homeless people outside Tesco who often follow you into Tesco to ask that you buy them specific things.  

NW10  Every afternoon, there is a group of people smoking and taking drugs outside the row of shops just down from 
Roundwood Vets. They approach people which I find quite intimidating and leave lots of litter.  

Nw9 In gardens. Front. At night. Neighbours.. At cars. Rubbish in. Streets  



nw2 Fly tipping and dumping. Suspicious movement of people and cars during the night. 

HA9  Cars at night idling and honking (last night at 2am) after a concert at Wembley stadium. Also, OVO arena are getting 
louder, we can here music in our flat. They venue is not suitable for some concerts. 50 cents, for example,  we could here 
every song in our flat. I work from home and during a day there's no noise pollution coming from a nursery located at the 
ground floor of our building (Forum House) and in the evenings, when we would like to relax, there's noise coming from 
the OVO arena, and then from people leaving the venue (normally between 23.00 and 24, but sometimes much later. 
Last week there were people selling T-Shirts on engineers way at midnight! We contacted wembley Park Security  and 
were told they cannot do anything about the issue because that road is not under their control and it should be the 
council dealing with it. Also, very often late at night after gigs at the OVO arena crowds of fans gather next to the 
delivery gate at the back of the OVO arena, that wait for their idols when they leave the arena after show, sometimes 
until 2am!! They talk loudly, sometimes scream, that's just under our windows. Again, Wembley Park Security cannot do 
anything because "this doesn't happen too often". My girlfriend is a nurse and sometimes she works very early shifts, 
how can you wake up at 4am and go to work if at 2am you are still awake due to the noise from outside. We cannot sell 
the flat, because of the cladding issue. My girlfriend is very tired of the hole situation and I worry about her mental 
health, but there's nothing I can do. 

HA9  Wembley Park is very busy and noisy most of the week. There are more and more events being organised but sadly the 
organisation has been poor. There is no consideration for the residents and they safety but also wellbeing. There are 
often two events a night and even with my windows closed I’m forced to listen to hard bass and loud music. As they 
finish late I can hear often drunk people making their way back or just gathering outside the venues and shouting. 
Wembley security ovo security police - no one cares about the nuisance and that forum house becomes a massive urinal. 
In the morning there are lorries offloading things for gigs and events. Often people are selling merchandises in the 
middle of the streets shouting on top of their lungs after gigs.And of course heavy traffic that we get because of the 
events. It’s ridiculous so so inconsiderate, selfish and greedy that Brent council agrees to have all those gigs organised.   

Ha9 Fly tipping at Sherrins Farm 

NW6  Persistent problem with street preachers using mic with speaker. They go on for hoursseveral times a week 

NW6  I've been threatened by an owner because I asked her to keep her dog away from me. Her dog was growling and 
behaving aggressvely 

Nw9  In front gardens. Had glass in my door broken 

NW2 Loud music into early hours of morning with huge gatherings of people doing all of the activities tucked above. This 
happens often in summer months, with crowds of people aged 15-40 gathering. Police has been called on some 
occasions but they never really shut down the event, just join in. These usually happen on Friday and/or Saturday nights, 



and are a particular disturbance to residents of Campbell Gordon Way, who often deal with urination on the private 
grounds as well as noise, litter and antisocial behaviour.  

NW10  STREET DRINKING/ MEN CONGREGATING/ SHOUTING 

NW10  AREA USED TO SELL DRUGS, MEN CONGREGATING LATE AT NIGHT, SHOUTING AND SCREAMING LATE AT NIGHT, CARS 
AND BIKES PULLING UP AND LEAVING, CROWDS OF MEN SMOKING WEED 

Nw2 There is obvious drug dealing on Chatsworth road. People are waiting near Coverdale and deerhurst roads, a car pulls up 
and they get in for 1minute or go to the passenger window.  

NW10  Dog owners HAVE to be forced to pick up after their dogs somehow. There is so much dog poo in Roundwood Park I hate 
my children going off the path in case they tread in it / fall in it. It’s also a real problem on Drayton Road and the roads in 
general surrounding the park in Harlesden. It’s so antisocial. Please help.  

Nw9  Smashed my door. Broke into car.. In my garden. At night and others.  

NW10  Some guys are entering house flat Argyle House to smoke weed, cigarette etc.  

NW10  Breaking and entering apartment blocks.  

NW10  Physical violence  

NW10  Trespassing on private property 

HA9 Littering around the Union Park pond. Keeps the place fill in garbage that many times end in the pond. Another behavios 
is that large groups of kids gather in the park to exercise and play football ruining the grass which now is all dead 

HA3  Noise due to repeated parties and building work in the late evening. 

NW6  Very frequent Open Drug-dealing on the street.  Loitering (for drug dealing).  Street- urination.  General Loitering.   
Blocking the pavement.   Drinking on street.  Littering.   Anti-social atmosphere.   Unsafe atmosphere and conditions for 
children and adults.  

NW6  Residents believe that part of the problem may be a local rogue landlord who has split 3-bedroom properties on Callcott 
Road and Willesden Lane up into over ten rental units (presumably illegally) for desperate tenants. 

HA0 Illegal parking even though its double yellow lines plus weed smoking  

NW10  Open drug dealing day in and day out especially outside William hill and the church grounds opposite. 

HA0  Car drivers purchase take away food from Ealing Road fast food shops and drive down to St James Gardens to park and 
eat their food and then discard the food bags, containers and drink cups on the road and pavement before driving away. 

HA0  Unaccompanied minor children in playground  

HA3  Littering of alcohol bottles, cans , tissues, food packaging etc 



NW10  Pavement parking includes parking on kerb and cars sticking out of driveways blocking footpath 

NW2 House number who’s is doing business on No through road. Selling, washing car. 3 big recovery lorry parked on resident 
road. Plus do many other car parked. No parking for other residents and visitors. Too much trouble in area. 

ha3  Dog owners in our street are letting their dogs litter on the pavement infront of our house. 

HA3  Fly tipping on the grassy verge next to the park on Shatesbury Avenue 

HA3  Cannabis smoking on the pavement by certain residents 

Ha9  Groups of men loitering, drinking and littering 

HA9 There is no public garbage container and in the morning all the garbage is scattered on the floor... and the whole picture 
is so desolate. 

NW9 Queensbury 
Roundabout  

Men urinate in alleyway outside station, litter is dropped in wired off section of large poster hoarded area.  In the large 
green roundabout area outside station, local people are unable to sit on benches as area is aggressively occupied by men 
smoking and drinking, being unruly and littering the space when they leave.  

NW9  The Shisha bar customers are rowdy, drunk and make too much noise when parking in Uphill drive.  Cost cutter sells 
alcohol late and customers drink on the street, corner of Uphill drive, are load and urinate. The temple has load speakers 
and are often talking, playing music or prayers that heard in uphill drive and disturbing.  

HA9  People are using the doorway and the staircase to sit on eat food litter smoke especially school kids aged 12 and over 

NW2  Car park issues. Illegals business on road. By door . He have so many car. He sell car, wash. No space for other residents  

Nw2  Too many car park outside in my flat car park. door person dump all this cars in our car park. I have not much space left 
for visitors to park. Very annoying. Doing business on road. 

Nw2  Car park full. Doing illegal work on street. Car park issue 

Ha0  To much drinking  

HA3  Nitrous oxide cannisters littering all around the park 

NW6  Loud music nuisance  

HA0  naked man standing at bus stop kenmere gardens  

NW9  Rubbish everywhere  

Nw9  Late night noisy disturbance  

NW10 Fly tipping 



HA9  We live in a block of flats. Every time there is an event (in particular football and concerts), we have people urinating 
outside our block and in front of the communal door. There are no officers and or environmental officers patrolling this 
area and with Stonebridge park station being in close proximity, many people get off at this station and walk down to the 
stadium and in the process, use our front walk way to urinate. We literally have to walk on peoples urine to get in and 
out of our flat. This is disgusting and I have reported this to the council, the police, the HA and the stadium and up till 
nothing has been done to resolve this.  

Nw9  From local High School boys are coming and smoking in the entrance   

HA9  Constant fly tipping on this location- every week almost, with household kitchen waste making it filthy and smelly  

NW2 About car park and illegal business  

NW2 Door parking car every where. No space for residents . Doing illegal business selling car,washing car  

NW2  Person from ***** Close is parking car in our flat parking too. No space for visitors and guest. Hate it 

HA9  and surrounding area 
(Matthews Close, Brook Ave, 
and outside Wembley Park 
Tube station) 

Stalking, intimidation, trespassing, criminal damage and littering of rubbish - I have called the police regarding issues on 
numerous occasions but unfortunately the police did not believe me, therefore I contacted my housing provider and 
provided evidence. 

NW2  Too many car park on street by 

Throughout the Brent area 
including Wembley park, 
Stonebridge, Harlesden and 
Willesden 

Discrimination due to my sexuality. I have followed this up with the police on 2 occasions who had told me to move out 
of the area   

NW10  Gangs and mental health issues  

HA8  Anti Social Behaviour 

NW10  Prostitution  

Nw9   cars at night on the street , with people in the countryside using drugs , and there is no local police 

ha0  There is also an issue of illegal dumping in the alleyway. This seems to be cleared each Tuesday (day of rubbish 
collection) but then by wednesday you can see dumping has restarted. 

NW6 The entrance to Cavendish Close and the Close itself is a haven for street drinking, drug-dealing and public urination. We 
have homeless people wandering in and sleeping on our doorstep and nearly every day there are multiple drug deals 
happening outside our window.   

HA0 Selling illegal substances in hidden spots on the road and loitering 



nw9  On occasions, neighbours set off fireworks from outside their front garden, on the street and in back gardens! We have 
seen this on street corners. Constant daily litter on the streets. Doesn't help that the council have not maintained the 
grass in public areas on the street and keeping overgrown trees is blocking visibility, helping to hide perpetrators. I have 
witnessed dog owners allow their dogs to urinate in my front garden. 

NW9  Stealing from the ice cream shop 

NW9  Yesterday, police/ambulance had to take away a man who was paralytic from alcohol. He was dangerous to himself & 
others 

NW2  Late night, regular ‘volleyball tournaments’- situated too close to residential areas - CONSTANT screaming & chanting. 
Request for them to be moved to a bigger area of the park as not to disturb residents  

NW10  The owner of the Hairdresser she operate from a half shop  WITH OUT A DRAIN FACILITY , AND IN THE END OF THE DAY , 
SHE EMPTY A 25 L PLASTIC CONTAINER ON THE KERB OF THE FOOT-PASS ,TROUGH THE TARMAC . THE DIRTY WATER 
SATURATED OF CHEMICALS  DO NOT DRAIN TO THE ROAD  DRAIN HOLE , AND STAGNATE FOR 3 or 4 DAYS IN FRONT OF  . 
Please NOT , THAT ARE FROM A COMMERCIAL SHOP RESULTING FROM THE  PROCESS OF WASHING THE HEAD AIRS ,  
WITHOUT  A DRAINAGE FACILITY INSIDE  THE SHOP .  I´M LIVING ON SECOND FLOOR RIGHT ABOVE THE POOL OF DIRTY 
WATER STAGNATED FOR DAYS , AND I CAN´T OPEN MY WINDOW .    IF YOU COME TO CHECK , PLEASE LOOK FOR MARK 
OF THE DIRTY WATER , LEFT ON THE TARMAC .   I CAN PROVIDE PHOTOS OF THE HAIRDRESSER EMPTING THAT 25L 
PLASTIC CONTAINER ,TO FULL PROVE WHAT I STATE .  

Nw10  Too many kids age 10 - 18 with very bad behaviour and no respect at all troubling shopkeepers mainly. I heard they 
slapped an elder shop keeper few weeks back  

NW10  There is a black man who begs and pesters people. He's a pain in the rear. My adult son can only go out with someone 
with him and now he won't go to that area because of this man. He comes right up in your face and won't take no for an 
answer. He also pesters people in the pub across the road too.  

HA9  Because of continuous activities at the stadium we the residents of the area are locked in our apartments as we cannot 
move our cars from the building due to the road closure. This should not be the case for the residents. Especially when 
there is a disabled children and adults. Activities take place more than 3 days a week currently. Besides of the noise, 
rubbish everywhere. It is annoying.  

Nw10  It’s a dumping ground and always full of glass from teh green man  

Nw2 Drug dealing and taking, fighting, constant parties and loud music 

Nw2  Drug use and dealing in and around Midwood close,  

Nw2  Drug dealers openly on chapter road aggressive and intimidating police do absolutely nothing  

Nw6 Walking with  dog without tie them  



Nw2  Street littering - persistent leaving overflowing bins in the road, dumping stuff in street - this is not just in Linacre/ 
Willesden high road but around the Willesden Green and Gladstone wards too - rubbish in the street and front gardens is 
a real disregard for neighbours - but the street drinking is a problem that has not been resolved - pubs andOff-licences 
located so close to bookies can’t help - is there a camera in this location?  

NW6  Loud music nuisance  

NW6  Public drug-taking including intravenous injection on the street. This might be related to illegal overcrowding in local 
properties with upwards of a fifteen “apartments” in four-bedroom houses. It may also be related to loud music being 
played at unsocial hours. 

NW10 Drug dealing even in the morning during school run  

NW10  Large number of youngsters gathering, smoking cannabis openly and playing loud music in the cars and tape recorders 
with extra speakers in to early hours, and drunken fights and shouting into early hours and making it difficult to sleep, 
especially these warm nights when the windows need to be open for fresh air. 

NW10  Speeding and noisy cars racing up and down Burnley Road  

Nw2  The same drug & alcohol uses who are intimidating, who hang around outside the tube  

nw9  Cars and motorbike passing on the high street and making too much noise with engine on purpose  

NW2  Lots of flytipping right outside this local park. Dangerous for children playing  

NW10 Constant ASB  

NW10 Constant parties with loud music in outhouse in garden.  

NW10  People drinking and shouting in the park until early hours of the morning 

Nw2 Drug dealers all congregate their every day, some are on probation. 

NW2  littering but not stated as above. discarded used furniture and rubbish on the street. in addition neighbours leaving their 
bins in the road in order to keep the parking space outside their house for themselves and deter others from parking 
there.  

HA9  Crowd control after events is unacceptable. Crowd is out of control even after music events 

NW10  A car sometimes appears at night, playing loud music. Nitrous oxide is taken. 

NW2  People use the car park as a toilet, particularly the area hidden from the street 

Nw2 Non-residents of Lornie House regularly leave litter, liquor bottles, cigarettes and plastic bags filled with unknown things 
inside the bushes; idling cars between 10pm and 8am and blaring music loud enough to wake the residents 

Nw9  People stop with the car to use drugs inside the car. Also lots of Uber drive stop here.  



NW10  Single men in the playground where the sign says "Adults must be accompanied by a child". This offence must be made 
part of the PSPO because the Town Centre Team Police say it is currently a civil matter and they can't enforce it 

NW2  Chucking old food and dumping furniture old clothes etc on street on cedar road near the corner of ivy road.   

nw2  Fly tipping on the corner of Exeter Road and St Gabriels plus at the top of Exeter Road at junction with Walm Lane 

NW2  Drug dealing, drug pushers forcing young children to buy drugs 

NW2  There’s constant drug dealing in this estate. A group of young boys selling and pushing children to buy drugs. They come 
into the building Addis court. And sell and hide the drugs. The police are not doing anything. They have come a few times 
but as soon as they leave the boys are back selling drugs.  

NW9  - Barnet Fighting 

NW2  The recurring nuisance of the character known as ******, street alcoholic and serial ASB artist.  

nw2  lots of men drinking and loitering. it's a nice high road but needs this behaviour sorted. move people along yo prevent 
loitering 

NW10  Litter used to be placed on the station walls before blue bags were tied to nearby railings. But cigarettes are stubbed out 
and left on the pavement. 

NW6  Loud music in residential streets in the small hours of the day, incessantly barking dogs 

NW10 Youth gathering in large groups on bikes or mopeds, others gathering in the car Park of Furness house trading/taking 
substances (already reported), non residents in cars trading legal highs, littering fast food containers in Cornwall 
Gardens, Glass bottles are shattered on a regular bases, street furniture is being vandalized. Drunks hanging out around 
the back of the library, not safe during night.All is being reported since many years, it is ongoing 

 NW10  **** is a relatively new bar on the High Rd. It has a space to the back, which is facing a purely residential vegetated court 
yard. There was never any problem, but the new owner installed a large canopy, advertises his back garden as a beer 
garden. There are almost 24/7 customers now sitting and drinking, customers that are very loud and swearing a lot. 
Sometimes even very loud music is being played that reassembles a night  club. Residents can not enjoy their properties 
anymore, children cannot sleep, elederly are sleepless too. The swearing lasts sometimes to after midnight. It is a very 
disturbing nuisance that is being reported since 3 years. 

nw10 Car repairs and changing of car plates!  

NW9 Frequent groups of people drinking and littering. 

Nw2  Loud music at unreasonable hours building works constantly early morning late nights all weekends a number of 
residents have politely asked and have been openly threatened and residents are scared as this is an ongoing issue and 
police are not interested something needs to be done urgently as it’s escalating out of control  



NW10  **** that backs the rear of the properties with when number constantly has loud music, customers shouting ans 
swearing in their rear beer garden, and occasionally fights. At weekends this becomes worse. No one can sleep. This is 
being reported.  

HA9 Someone keeps leaving blocks of falling wall plaster at my front gate 

Nw10  Noise, drunken behaviour, drug dealing 

NW2  Fly tipping, loud music, cars not turning their engines off when waiting. 

NW6  In Brondesbury Villas there is drug dealing.  On Salusbury Road there is a lot of begging, outside the station and 
supermarkets 

NW6  Urination & defecation 

NW6  Menacing behaviour in Kilburn High Road 

HA9  ONE NEVER SEES A POLICEMAN ( EXCEPT RACING PAST IN A CAR) SO THESE ACTIVITIES CONTINUE 

HA9  PLEASE VISIT ASAP OR SEE CCTV - OUR COMMON PARKING 38-72 IS USED AS DRINKING PARK FOR SOME NON-RESIDENT 
OF OUR AREA. KINDLY ADDRESS THE ISSUE ASAP TOMORROW. 

Nw10  Large groups playing football on Tuesdays and Thursdays especially. They stay till very late 2/3am. Talking/ shouting/ 
playing loud music and socialising till late. They bring a large BBQ and have a party in the park. Last August Bank Holiday, 
as Nottingham Carnival was cancelled we had 200 people turn up at 9pm. They came fully equipped with a marquee, 
speakers, DJ, microphone food, alcohol and raved all night long and left at 8am. Neighbours complained police came but 
nothing was done and they got away with it all. No resident slept that night because of them. If the carnival is cancelled 
again this year I'm sure they will be back. Why is King Edwards not locked at night like other parks Queen's Park and 
Roundwood Park. We have stupid people letting off fireworks in the middle of the night. We have drunks sitting on the 
bench and smoking weed till early hours of the night. Why won't you do something??????? ACT NOW!!!! 

HA3  Rough Sleepers  

NW10  Drug dealing and drug taking  

HA0  Antisocial car use - speeding, pavement parking, blocking drives, engine idling, shouting abuse to residents if challenged 
to move vehicles 

NW2  The most serious offence in our area is the littering and fly tipping, the streets are full of discarded food waste and 
wrappings 

NW2 Men in their 20-25s in HMO selling drugs  

NW10  Littering and fly tipping  

NW10  Always things being dumped by the wall of Sterling Close  



NW10  Regular drug dealing - loitering pick ups and drop offs from cars / bikes / scooters. And regular fly tipping and dumping in 
sames area. 

NW10  Dogs off leads in areas where it states they must be on a lead, food being left as a religious offering that attracts vermin, 
bags of litter left alongside full bins, plates, cans etc from picnics left where people ate, cycles dangerously downhill at 
over 5mph, e-scooters on park paths  

NW2  Meeting of homeless people who are drinking and sitting outside tube entrance sometimes may have a dog  

NW2  On tube aggressive begging for money.men approachimg you outside tube and following you. 

NW9 I don't know where to start. Brent is a littered embarrassment. Airco Close is a dump that I've personally reported 
numerous time. Constant fighting and street drinking is happening. Littering everywhere. People breaking into private 
property. Calling police has done nothing. You could just check the police reports from Airco Close/Edgeware Road. 

W10  Unsafe street.  

NW2  PS: Since you didn't give a 'other' option, I ticked on randomly above. None of these options fitted with the issue I 
wanted to raise. The area looks like a tip and is a no go zone for local people. There always seem to be some dirty water 
or chemical liquid on the road and gutter (not ideal for wheelchairs and prams, think about bringing that in your home or 
touching the wheel with your hand when wheeling), the cars are parked everywhere with no regards to dropped kerbs or 
pedestrian access. Road signs have been defaced, zero compliance for parking rules, noise from the garage. 

NW2  Speeding cyclists in the park not abiding by the speed limit or being respectful to pedestrians. Cyclists not sticking to the 
Quietway. Pedestrians are at risk of an accident/collision and is very stressful 

NW10  Fly tipping  

NW2  Large parties with speakers in Gladstone park 

Ha0  Full on sports matches on paths and areas where it is awkward for other park users 

NW2 People dropping litter on pavement and road curbs + leaving junk on pavements + putting dog poo in residents bins + 
driving too fast and damaging cars + riding scooters on the pavement 

NW2  Groups of men praying at Gladstone park. This is a non religious space for all of the general public.  

NW2  Individuals sit on the flower bed and generally wait here in this space  

NW2  Individuals and groups of men wait outside Dollis Hill stationEntrance in chapter rd, to beg aggressively or deal drugs. 
Aggressive begging also persists inside the trains on both the jubilee passing through Dollis Hill and metropolitan line at 
Finchley rd. Despite reporting to British transport police, there’s little interest to address this problem.   

HA9  Loud Music 7 Days a week Always after 10 pm until 7 am.  
No 



HA3 Pavilion dereltict with asbestos inside - not yet demolished used as a drugs and ASB base by 15 youths (ages 13- 15)  and 
some homeless drug users.   

NW2  Rough sleeping under the brand new seats  

Nw2  Seems to be continuous rough sleepers camped around the tube station entrance, some begging some not in fairness. 
But it's very uncomfortable having to walk around these gentlemen to access the tube station. Being approached by 
beggers while walking along Walm Lane is becoming much more common too.   

HA3  Engine Idling and Littering on Woodcock Dell Avenue 

HA3  Covered above. 

NW2  Shouting, loud music, revving of car engines, ball games. Happens daily between 6pm and 2/3 am 

Nw10  The drinkers here also seem to be connected in some way to the rubbish dumping that happens here - I think there is 
some connection to the property at ***** Road - I think they are/is a rag and bone man that lives here and he hangs out 
drinking outside the launderette but dumps rubbish that they clear from houses on ****** Road 

NW9  Littering - beer cans, alcohol bottles etc, mainly around the big pond area.  So many people put their rubbish in plastic 
bags and dump them in the park rather than take them home. Also people hanging bags of dog poo from trees. 

NW9  individuals exposing themselves and couples petting. 

NW9  Littering in the Silver Jubilee Park. People gather for football matches / practice or BBQ  etc and leave unacceptable mess 
behind them every time!   

HA9 On going anti social behaviour on the service road from Beverley Gardens to Barn Hill Rise open space 

NW8  Large group drinking, smoking cannabis, loud music, constant dogs barking from 8pm until 6am  

Nw2  Noisy parties in houses and/or gardens. Council will not do anything unless 4 successive occasions. 

NW9  Party in the Stables that went on all night (8 July) with loud music and people sleeping over  

NW10  One visit down Church Road will show you the extent of ASB; drug dealing, street littering, youth congregations/loud 
music etc 

 


